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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1.
of 1-10 (10=best) and explain why.
2. Read Hebrews 4:9-11 (in the NLT and NIV, if possible). The first part of the
well-rested, and when you are not rested.
3. Tyler shared some cultural trends and quotes that point to a deeper human
need to rest
-censorship shuts down, stilling
the inner murmur of self-level
desire to WORK so hard to prove ourselves to ourselves and to others. Thus,
Why do you think this is so important?

deeper need and desire for rest?
4. The s
deeper rest
is found in Jesus. Read Matthew
11:28-30. How does Jesus provide rest for our soul?
5. Read Luke 6:1-5, and Genesis 2:2-3. How are those passages related to Jesus
offering us the soul rest we really need?
 When God looks at you and the Jesus in you





How does this make you FEEL? What effect does this have on your
SOUL?
How does this effect our PERFECTIONIST tendencies?
How does this effect our WORKAHOLISM tendencies?
we must work/perform/produce in order to be
accepted?

6.

how we establish healthy
TILL, for even 5 mins each
day, how would this affect your heart and your life? What does being STILL
teach us about ourselves? What does being STILL remind us about GOD?

7.
think you or anyone you know is mastered by their phone? What are some
boundaries you could/should put around your phone? How does your phone
affect YOUR ability to REST?
8.
established a DAY of REST?
9. What keeps YOU from taking a day of rest in our busy society?
10.
? How
might this day of rest affect you and your family? Ask your group to hold you
.
COMMIT TO MEMORY
So there is a special rest still waiting for the people of God. Hebrews 4:9
PRAYER
Share prayer requests and pray for one another. Ask for accountability in
establishing rhythms of REST in your life and for your family.

